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(54) Method and apparatus for configuring bandwidth in class- �based networks

(57) A method for configuring of bandwidth in class
based networks by over-�provisioning bandwidth, said
method comprising: �
assigning during an initialisation phase an amount of
bandwidth to each CoS class of service (CoS) taking into
consideration predefined quality of service (QoS) param-
eters, wherein said assigning comprises assigning to
each CoS a fraction of the total bandwidth as peak thresh-
old and reserving a fraction of the assigned peak thresh-
old as a reserved bandwidth for said each of said CoS;�
maintaining the bandwidth currently under use in each
CoS, wherein any resource request for bandwidth in a
certain CoS is granted as long as the requested band-
width plus the bandwidth currently used is not larger than

the reserved bandwidth; and
if there is received a resource request in a certain CoS
such that it has not enough bandwidth reserved to ac-
commodate said request, computing an over-�reservation
amount Bov �(i) by which the affected CoS is overprovi-
sioned with bandwidth for future requests such that there
is a surplus bandwidth of at least Bov �(i), wherein the
bandwidth Bov �(i) is computed based on the amount of
significance that the resource request has on the peak
threshold assigned to said affected CoS, said amount of
significance being computed based on the peak thresh-
old minus the sum of the used bandwidth and the re-
quested bandwidth in the affected CoS divided by said
peak threshold.
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Description

FIELD OF INVENTION

�[0001] The present invention relates to a method and an apparatus for configuring bandwidth on class-�based networks.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

�[0002] The Next Generation Networks (NGN) are envisioned to provide real-�time Quality of Service (QoS) aware multi-
user communication services, such as IPTV, radio, file distribution and push media, where the content can be distributed
simultaneously to groups of users, independent of the connectivity control schemes supported inside or between networks
along the distribution path. To effectively provide the Next Generation Applications, the distribution path must be efficiently
provisioned with enough resources (e.g., bandwidth) to ensure the QoS level along the entire lifetime of the session. In
order to achieve this objective, the implementation of control mechanisms is required to ensure the session continuity
along the entire path.
�[0003] From the QoS point of view, class-�based approaches, such as DiffServ (see e.g. S. Blake, D. Black, M. Carlson,
E. Davies, Z. Wang, and W. Weiss, "An architecture for differentiated services", RFC 2475, IETF, December 1998),
surpasses per-�flow approaches since it enables the distribution of a large number of sessions preserving the system
scalability by aggregating the packets into a limited number of Class of Service (CoS) and storing/�manipulating less
state. From the resource provision point of view, dynamic solutions increase the system efficiency in comparison to
static solutions, since, for instance, the on-�demand scheme provides flexible resource allocation and optimises wastages
when releasing them as soon as used no longer.
�[0004] The required resources are configured in the distribution path through the support of a signalling protocol, which
triggers the agents along the data path providing the required amount of resources and control operations (reservation,
modification, releasing or refreshing). However, on-�demand QoS provisioning may compromise the system performance
in terms of bandwidth consumption, because the number of signalling events increase proportionally to the number of
resource request receptions. For instance, the network is signalled for resource allocation whenever a new request is
received, and moreover soft- �state based solutions periodically exchange messages aiming at the management of both,
state maintenance and system robustness.
�[0005] An alternative for optimising the signalling overhead is over-�provisioning the QoS resources, which means to
provision a network with more bandwidth than currently required. In this context, the over- �reservation of bandwidth
combined with admission control enable local decisions without the need of on-�demand signalling exchanges for further
state manipulation. However, this scheme leads to both, wastage and poor management of resources, compromising
thus the efficiency of the resource control mechanism and the performance of the environment.
�[0006] All the available solutions with support to over-�reservation work on- �demand to calculate the over-�reservation
and configures the resources in the distribution path via a two-�pass signalling schema. This way, the system performance
may be compromised in terms of additional processing for calculating over- �reservations, and moreover, two pass sig-
nalling schemes may increase the delay of the session set- �up by first probing the data path about the network resources
to then configure the resources.
�[0007] The Border Gateway Reservation Protocol (BGRP) (see e.g. P. Pan, E. Hahne, and H. Schulzrinne, "BGRP:
A Tree-�Based Aggregation Protocol for Inter-�domain Reservations", Journal of Communications and Networks, Vol. 2,
No. 2, June 2000) is a two- �phase signalling schema which creates provisioned sink- �trees for unicast traffic distribution.
The static quantization (Q) over-�reservation approach results in poor bandwidth management and leads to waste of
resources.
�[0008] In addition, the Shared-�segment Inter-�domain Control Aggregation Protocol (SICAP) (see e.g. R. Sofia, R.
Guerin, and P. Veiga, "SICAP, a Shared-�segment Inter- �domain Control Aggregation Protocol", High Performance Switch-
ing and Routing, HPSR 2003, Turin, Italy, June 2003) is a solution with similar signalling approach as BGRP to create
shared-�segment trees. The dynamic over- �reservation scheme supported by SICAP, which assigns a single aggregation
per shared segment, does not fit well in class-�based networks once multiple aggregations (classes) may share the same
segment with different QoS requirements. For instance, SICAP may not be able to handle class starvation.
�[0009] The contradiction with the simple core DiffServ concept is the major drawback of SICAP and BGRP, where the
complexity of processing aggregations/ �deaggregations is pushed to the forwarding nodes. Moreover, SICAP and BGRP
use a two-�pass signalling schema which may increase the session set- �up time.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

�[0010] According to one embodiment there is provided a method configuring of bandwidth in class based networks
by over- �provisioning bandwidth, said method comprising:�
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assigning during an initialisation phase an amount of bandwidth to each CoS class of service (Cos) taking into
consideration predefined quality of service (QoS) parameters, wherein said assigning comprises assigning to each
CoS a fraction of the total bandwidth as peak threshold and reserving a fraction of the assigned peak threshold as
a reserved bandwidth for said each of said CoS;
maintaining the bandwidth currently under use in each CoS, wherein any resource request for bandwidth in a certain
CoS is granted as long as the requested bandwidth plus the bandwidth currently used is not larger than the reserved
bandwidth; and
if there is received a resource request in a certain CoS such that it has not enough bandwidth reserved to accom-
modate said request, computing an over-�reservation amount Bov �(i) by which the affected CoS is overprovisioned
with bandwidth for future requests such that there is a surplus bandwidth of at least Bov �(i), wherein the bandwidth
Bov �(i) is computed based on the amount of significance that the resource request has on the peak threshold assigned
to said affected CoS, said amount of significance being computed based on the peak threshold minus the sum of
the used bandwidth and the requested bandwidth in the affected CoS divided by said peak threshold.

�[0011] By provisioning during an initialisation phase the bandwidth there is saved signalling efforts. The peak and
reserved bandwidth are initially provisioned (e.g. during bootstrap or an initialisation phase) and then operation may
start. The reserved resources may suffice, but there is provided an overprovisioning scheme which in case of a resource
request cannot be met by the reserved bandwidth a new reservation amount is computed which overreserves a surplus
amount of bandwidth Bov�(i). This surplus amount is not static and it is not simply based on the requested resource but
it is based on the significance the requested resource has on the Peak threshold, and this significance is indicated by
the peak threshold minus the sum of the used bandwidth and the requested bandwidth divided by the peak threshold.
In this manner the significance gets lower the closer the requested bandwidth brings the used bandwidth towards the
peak threshold. The closer it gets the lower is the amount of significance and correspondingly also the resulting over-
provisioned amount Bov �(i). In case the sum of the used bandwidth and the requested bandwidth reaching the peak
threshold Bov �(i) even reaches zero and an overprovisioning becomes impossible.
�[0012] According to one embodiment said bandwidth Bov �(i) is computed based on the bandwidth used in said affected
CoS times said amount indicating said significance of said resource request on said peak threshold. In this manner the
amount of bandwidth used may taken into account. The Bov�(i) may in one embodiment be computed such that if the
used bandwidth increases also Bov �(i) increases.
�[0013] According to one embodiment the Bov�(i) is calculated based on the product of the used bandwidth and the
amount of significance of the resource request, the latter being based on the peak threshold minus the sum of the used
bandwidth and the requested bandwidth divided by the peak threshold.
�[0014] In this way the amount of overprovisioning Bov �(i) can be computed such that it is flexibly computed based on
the available bandwidth, the peak threshold, the requested bandwidth and the used bandwidth, whereas a fraction of
the used bandwidth is used for overprovisioning such that the fraction is based on the ratio between the available
bandwidth and the peak threshold.
�[0015] According to one embodiment said added bandwidth Bov �(i) is computed based on the following: �

where: �

Bov �(i) - Over-�reservation bandwidth of class i;
Bu �(i) - Bandwidth in use by class i;
Brq�(i) - Bandwidth required by class i;
Brv�(i) - Bandwidth reserved to class i;
Pth �(i) - Peak threshold of class l;

and where the overreservation succeeds when Bov�(i) > 0.
�[0016] According to one embodiment the method comprises: if said computation of a new overreservation fails, re-
adjusting the peak bandwidth of the affected CoS in which the overreservation failed by using a still available share of
bandwidth of one or more of the other classes of service.
�[0017] In this way an overprovisioning may be achieved even if the peak threshold of the class where the request
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originated would prohibit it. The usage and redistribution of bandwidth from other classes where there is free bandwidth
(still available bandwidth) which has not yet been reserved towards the CoS where the request relates to can create
free bandwidth in this class so that an overprovision may be performed. The still available bandwidth may e.g. be the
difference between the peak threshold and the reserved bandwidth, or it may be the difference between the peak
threshold and the committed bandwidth in this class.
�[0018] According to one embodiment said method comprises: �

computing for each of the other classes of service a fraction of the still available bandwidth by which the peak
threshold for the other classes may be reduced, the still available bandwidth being computed based on the peak
threshold of the class minus either the reserved bandwidth or the committed bandwidth in said class, and
reducing the peak bandwidth of said other classes by the computed fraction of the still available bandwidth, and
adding the reduced amount of bandwidth of the other classes of service to the class of service where the overreser-
vation has failed.

�[0019] This achieves a redistribution of unused (non-�reserved ) bandwidth from other classes towards the class where
the request relates to.
�[0020] According to one embodiment said fraction by which the peak bandwidth is to be reduced is computed based
on a bandwidth index computed based on a difference between the reserved bandwidth and the used bandwidth, said
difference being divided by the reserved bandwidth.
�[0021] This takes into account the extent to which the reserved bandwidth is actually used. The larger the extent to
which it is used, the smaller this index becomes, and accordingly the smaller becomes the fraction usable for adjustment.
�[0022] According to one embodiment said fraction by which the peak bandwidth is to be reduced is computed based
a threshold index computed based on the difference between the peak threshold and either the reserved bandwidth or
the committed bandwidth, said difference being divided by the peak threshold.
�[0023] This takes into account the extent to which the reserved bandwidth or the committed bandwidth comes close
to the peak threshold. The larger the extent to which it comes close to the peak threshold, the smaller this index becomes,
and accordingly the smaller becomes the fraction usable for adjustment.
�[0024] According to one embodiment said fraction is computed based on a combination of said bandwidth index and
said threshold index.
�[0025] According to one embodiment said readjustment amount for class (i) Pth�(i) is calculated based on 
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where: �

B_ �Idx �(i) - Bandwidth index of class i;
Pth_�Idx�(i) - Peak threshold index of class i;
Brl_�Pth �(i) - Bandwidth for releasing from the peak threshold of class i;
Pth �(i) - Peak threshold of the class i;
Brv �(i) - Bandwidth reserved for class i;
Bu �(i) - Bandwidth in use by class i;
Bref �(i) - Bandwidth reference of class i (either, bandwidth reserved or committed of class i).

�[0026] According to one embodiment there is provided an apparatus for configuring of bandwidth in class based
networks by over- �provisioning bandwidth, said apparatus comprising: �

a module for assigning during an initialisation phase an amount of bandwidth to each CoS class of service (CoS)
taking into consideration predefined quality of service (QoS)
parameters, wherein said assigning comprises assigning to each CoS a fraction of the total bandwidth as peak
threshold and reserving a fraction of the assigned peak threshold as a reserved bandwidth for said each of said CoS;
a module for maintaining the bandwidth currently under use in each CoS, wherein any resource request for bandwidth
in a certain CoS is granted as long as the requested bandwidth plus the bandwidth currently used is not larger than
the reserved bandwidth;
and
a module for if there is received a resource request in a certain CoS such that it has not enough bandwidth reserved
to accommodate said request, computing an over-�reservation amount Bov �(i) by which the affected CoS is overpro-
visioned with bandwidth
for future requests such that there is a surplus bandwidth of at least Bov �(i), wherein the bandwidth Bov �(i) is computed
based on the amount of significance that the resource request has on the peak threshold assigned to said affected
CoS, said amount of significance being computed based on the peak threshold minus the sum of the used bandwidth
and the requested bandwidth in the affected CoS divided by said peak threshold.

�[0027] According to one embodiment the apparatus comprises means for carrying out a method according to an
embodiment of the invention.
�[0028] According to one embodiment there is provided a computer program which when being executed on a computer
enables said computer to carry out a method according to one of the embodiments of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

�[0029]

Fig. 1 shows a scenario in which an embodiment of the invention can be used.
Fig. 2 schematically illustrates the interfaces used by a node according to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 3 schematically illustrates the initialization according to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 4a state diagram of a mechanism according to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 5 schematically illustrates the initialized resources according to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 6 schematically illustrates the computation for overreservation according to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 7 schematically illustrates the readjustment of resources according to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig, 8 schematically illustrates the renewed overprovisioning according to an embodiment of the invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

�[0030] Before describing embodiments of the invention, at first some terms are clarified.
�[0031] Access router - Router linked to the access network in which a receiver belongs to;�
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AS - Autonomous Systems;
BR - Border Router (ingress or egress);
Downstream - Direction from the ingress node to an egress or access node;
Upstream - Direction from the egress node to an ingress node;
Unicast Routing Information Base (RIB) - The unicast topology table.

�[0032] The embodiments of the invention provide a mechanism for Advanced QoS Resource AlloCation (hereinafter
also referred to as ASAC) which is a solution to efficiently over- �provision QoS resources in class-�based networks operating
based on a one-�pass signalling schema to speed- �up the session set- �up. The ASAC mechanism dimensions the QoS
resources for each CoS (class of Service) during an initialisation phase (such as e.g. in the system bootstrap), in order
to not compromise the network performance. Moreover, local decisions are taken for each session request without on-
demand signalling the network for session set-�up. The per- �class over-�reservation is recalculated on- �demand, that is,
when a reservation is not enough to satisfy a session QoS requirement. The ASAC mechanism fills the gap of waste of
QoS resources by distributing the bandwidth between the CoSs, in which the affected CoS is redimensioned with the
resources that are not used by the remaining classes.
�[0033] As support for the efficient accomplishment of the functionalities described above, according to one embodiment
the ASAC mechanism implements a dynamic over-�reservation scheme, a new network resource management model
and a single-�pass signalling protocol.
�[0034] The ASAC mechanism over-�provisions the QoS resources by implementing per- �class over- �reservation, which
consists in reserving surplus bandwidth to each CoS. Firstly, during an initialisation phase the ASAC mechanism initialises
the QoS resources in-�advance, assigning amount of bandwidth to each CoS in the system bootstrap taking into consid-
eration predefined QoS parameters such as parameters defined by the network administrator or retrieved from external
mechanisms (e.g., SLS controllers). Whenever a CoS has not enough bandwidth reserved to accommodate a request,
the ASAC mechanism computes a new over- �reservation so that the affected CoS is provisioned for future requests. In
order to avoid potentially waste of resources due to over-�reservation, according to one embodiment the ASAC mechanism
is enhanced with a resource management schema which re- �adjusts the affected CoS with the sum of the over- �reserved
share of bandwidth, but currently not in use, of the remaining CoSs. The task of choosing how much bandwidth will be
removed from each CoS is computed without compromising the capacity of the CoS to accommodate future requests.
�[0035] The ASAC mechanism significantly optimises the signalling overhead through combining admission control
and QoS, where on-�demand request signalling is not accomplished. The tasks for initialising the QoS resources for each
CoS are accomplished during an initialisation phase such as in the system bootstrap without requiring session requests,
aiming at the optimisation of the network performance. The resource management schema reduces the blocking prob-
ability, once the CoSs are re-�adjusted on-�demand. In addition, the mechanism according to one embodiment comprises
the following:�

• The sender of a session defines the QoS requirements, priorities and rates of each flow, called session object;
• Each receiver gets the session object from the sender by any off-�line or on-�line means;
• Each receiver sends the session object to an agent in the network to which it is connected at the session set-�up time;
• A protocol or mechanism in the network agent uses the session object to request the allocation of resources for

each flow of the session in each domain along the session path (from the sender to receiver);
• The network supports an inter-�domain routing protocol (e.g., BGP) for retrieving the egress routers within the network;
• Routers must recognise IP Routing Alert Option (see e.g. RFC2113).

�[0036] The ASAC functionalities are supported by agents located at the edge and core routers, which are hereinafter
respectively called ASAC Edge agent (ASAC-�E) and ASAC Core agent (ASAC-�C). The ASAC-�E agents are statefull in
order to control the admission of the sessions and initiate the operations to control the over-�provisioning and management
of the QoS resources in the entire network. An ASAC- �E agent implements internal and external interfaces to, for instance,
interact with other ASAC agents and communicate with external protocols or mechanism respectively. In contrast,
according to one embodiment ASAC- �C agents are reduced state (per- �class/�ingress) and only support internal interfaces
to configure the required resources upon signalled. Thus, the system scalability is achieved by pushing the complex
resource control to the edge nodes, and leaving the core nodes simple.
�[0037] By default, the ASAC mechanism operates in a distributed way for over-�provisioning QoS resources. However,
it can operate in centralised manner according with the QoS approach supported by the environment. Fig. 1 shows an
example of ASAC agents’ location in a heterogeneous scenario. The domain A controls the resources in a distributed
way, thus ASAC-�E agents are placed at the edge nodes together with network agents and ASAC-�C agents are in the
core nodes. However, the domain B controls the resources via centralised mechanisms, where the resource controller
(e.g., Bandwidth Broker) and ASAC- �E agent are located in the same node.
�[0038] Besides working centralised or distributed, the ASAC mechanism may be able to operate end-�to-�end or edge-
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to-�edge. In the former case, there is provided a session control mechanism to trigger ASAC at the ingress routers and
control the session connectivity between and inside the domains.
�[0039] In order to implement the functionalities supported by ASAC, according to one embodiment the following
interfaces are provided:�

- Application Interface: Used to expose ASAC to external mechanisms or protocols aiming at receive requests carrying
the session object, and feedback its accomplishment. For instance, whereas an external session signalling protocol
can used this interface to request resources for flows within a domain, the ASAC mechanism also uses it to confirm
its successful accomplishment. In addition, the ASAC mechanism can receive indication to re-�allocate resources of
ongoing session-�flows when new users are interested in the session or due to the movement of the user to another
domain;

- QoS Control Interface. Used to acquire information about QoS capability by interacting with the Management Infor-
mation Base (MIB). For instance, the ASAC mechanism is able to retrieve information about the policies of DiffServ
or the amount of bandwidth reserved for each CoS. In addition, the ASAC mechanism uses this interface to over-
provision the QoS resources by reserving per- �class bandwidth, such as by properly configuring packet schedulers.
Reconfiguration of resources is also supported by the ASAC mechanism, such as by reconfiguring the marker to
map the ongoing flows into another CoS or a reservation preciously accomplished. In cluster with a central resource
controller, the ASAC mechanism uses this interface to trigger the central controller. Moreover, the ASAC mechanism
can interact with SLS controllers for network provisioning or query for resource information for instance;

- Communication/�routing Interface: Used to exchange messages which carry control information as support for the
operations of the ASAC agents. Moreover, the ASAC mechanism uses this interface to interact with the available
unicast routing protocol (e.g., OSPF) to retrieve in the Routing Information Base (RIB) the outgoing interface for
further processing. In addition, the ASAC mechanism detects re-�routing events through, for instance, interacting
with the OSFP since it is indicated by lower- �level protocols whether a network interface becomes down (see e.g. J.
Moy, "OSPF Version 2", The Internet Engineering Task Force - IETF, RFC2328, Apr 1998).

�[0040] Figure 2 shows the interfaces supported by the ASAC agents. The exchange messages, which carry control
information, between ASAC agents are implemented through the communication interface.
�[0041] In the following the messages used by the ASAC mechanism according to one embodiment are explained.
�[0042] Reserve: This message indicates the ASAC agents the required functionality and carries the amount of QoS
state as support for accomplishing the operations. The ASAC agents support resource reservation, modification, releasing
and refreshing. Message specific flags control the behaviour of the ASAC agents, indicating for instance when an
operation must not be performed;
�[0043] Response: Used to confirm the accomplishment of the requested operation and inform specific control infor-
mation, such as the path in which the resources were configured and its capability. Whenever a node is informed by the
routing protocol that an interface is down, this message is sent to all ingress nodes locally stored with a specific flag set
indicating that a re- �routing event was detected. When resulting from a refresh operation, the Response message carries
information about the network capability in the bottleneck agent of each data path.
�[0044] The ASAC mechanism according to one embodiment provides the following advantages:�

- Controls the bandwidth automatically, minimising constant human interventions;
- Enhances the behaviour of multicast communications in multicast-�aware networks;
- Reduces the session set-�up time;
- Reduces significantly the signalling overhead.

�[0045] Further embodiments of the invention will now be described in somewhat more detail in the following.
�[0046] The ASAC mechanism controls the QoS resources within a network by implementing reservations, modifica-
tions, releasing or refreshing operations. The complex processing for taking decisions is pushed to the border routers,
which are accomplished without per- �request signallings. The core nodes perform lightweight resource control operations,
which are triggered via signalling events. The QoS resources are reconfigured in a self- �organised way when the ASAC
mechanism detects the need, increasing thus the system independence in the resource control by not requiring constant
external (e.g. human) interventions.�
With the objective to provide support for accomplishing the operations, each ASAC-�E agent stores lists of active sessions,
flows and distribution paths. Each active session entry contains a list with the associated flows, and each flow entry
keeps its CoS, bit rate (committed/�peak), source address, destination address, egress address, access address and
the distribution path. The list of paths stores the set of nodes which compose each distribution path, where a numerical
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index key is assigned to each one entry. Moreover, each path entry is filled with the capacity, supported CoSs and QoS
characteristics (e.g., thresholds and reserved bandwidth) of the correspondent bottleneck link. The ASAC mechanism
stores reservation state to each local outgoing interface, carrying the lists of the available CoSs, their correspondent
reserved amount of bandwidth and the IP address of the associated requester ingress. Once the ASAC-�C agents have
reduced state, they only keep state related to the class resource reservation.
�[0047] The following describes the functionalities implemented by the ASAC mechanism in over-�provisioning a network.
For clarifying the required operations, there is illustrated the complete initialisation of a simple environment,.

1. QoS initialisation

�[0048] The QoS resources are initialised by the ASAC mechanism in-�advance during an initialisation phase (i.e., in
the system bootstrap), since the environment is not under high utilisation. This way, the ASAC mechanism initialises
the QoS resources without compromising the network performance in terms of bandwidth consumption due to the
required signalling exchanges, and processing of operations due to the required state manipulation. The operations
evolved in the QoS initialisation according to one embodiment are performed in a single-�pass (i.e., at the same time),
which consists in discovering the available distribution paths, retrieving their minimum resource capability and over-
provisioning all supported CoS on each path.
�[0049] The ASAC mechanism initialises the resources based on predefined QoS initialisation parameters, which may
be provided by the network administrator or retrieved from external controllers (e.g., SLS controller). In this context,
according to one embodiment two reservation thresholds are assigned to each CoS, where the Peak Threshold (Pth)
means the maximum bandwidth (in terms of percentage of the local link) that can be initially occupied by a CoS, and
the Committed Threshold (Cth) means the minimum bandwidth assured to the CoS. In addition, an Initialisation Index
(Idx) is assigned (e.g., �, �, etc), which is the share of the Pth that will be reserved to each CoS at the initialisation.
This means that after initialisation each CoS has a peak threshold bandwidth which is the maximum bandwidth which
can be reserved in this class, and it has a "reserved" bandwidth which is the initially reserved amount of bandwidth in
this class.
�[0050] Based on the QoS initialisation parameters, the ASAC mechanism on each ingress router, reserves the Idx
share of the Pth associated to each CoS at all interfaces and broadcasts a RESERVE message with a flag (I) set,
indicating initialisation, carrying the link capacity, supported CoSs and their resource capability. Moreover, the IP address
of the outgoing interface is filled in the message for composing the list of nodes evolved in the distribution path. Upon
received a RESERVE�(I), each node initialises the CoSs in the same way and compares the local QoS capability with
the information carried by the message. If the local capability is inferior, the information carried in the original message
is updated, and after that, the local IP is added in the distribution path list and the message is broadcasted at all interfaces,
except the interface in which the RESERVE�(I) message was received. This task is accomplished by checking if the IP
address of the incoming interface is filled in the distribution path list carried by the message. When the message reaches
an egress, it initialises the QoS resources in the same way in the case of the ASAC mechanism operating end-�to- �end,
otherwise (when operating edge-�to-�edge) no resource initialisation is accomplished, since the resources in the inter-
domain link are controlled separately. After that, a RESPONSE message is composed carrying the distribution path list,
the resource capability and a code confirming the successful of the operation, and sent towards the source of the
RESERVE�(I) (i.e., the ingress node). Upon received the RESPONSE message, the ingress node updates the path list
and the QoS information.
�[0051] Figure 3 illustrates the operations to initialise the QoS resources in a generic environment. Firstly, the ASAC-
E agent at the ingress nodes I1 and I2 provision the CoSs on each local outgoing interface based on the QoS initialisation
parameters. After that, ASAC- �E composes a RESERVE�(I) carrying the link capacity, all supported CoSs and their
resource capability, the distribution path list and broadcasts it. Whenever each ASAC-�C agent receives the message,
it provision the QoS resources in the same way, updates the distribution path list, updates the CoS resource capability
when applicable and propagates the message downstream. After received a RESPONSE message, I1 and 12 updates
the path information and its resource capability accordingly. The distribution paths discovered by I1 and I2 in the scenario
provided by Figure 3 are illustrated in the respective path tables, which do not show the resource capability for simpli-
fication.

2. Over-�reservation Mechanism

�[0052] The over- �reservation mechanism has as main goal to compute a surplus share of bandwidth for updating an
overloaded reservation of a selected CoS. The function presented in (1) computes the amount of bandwidth for adding
to the requested bandwidth, so that over- �reserve the selected CoS for future requests. Based on the available QoS
capability information of the selected distribution path (from the ingress towards the egress node indicated in the resource
request), with regards to its bottleneck link, ASAC works as follows. The function according to one embodiment computes
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the bandwidth for over- �reservation by multiplying the utilisation ratio, between the bandwidth used by a CoS and its Pth,
by the amount of bandwidth available, which also considers the bandwidth required by the request. The succeeds is
achieved when Bov�(i) > 0, otherwise, it is realised that the class has overloaded its threshold. 

Where: �

Bov �(i) - Over-�reservation bandwidth of class i;
Bu �(i) - Bandwidth in use by class i;
Brq�(i) - Bandwidth required by class i;
Brv�(i) - Bandwidth reserved to class i;
Pth �(i) - Peak threshold of class i.

�[0053] In the case of a multicast tree, which may be composed by several egress nodes and, consequently, branch
nodes, it must be firstly selected the path which associates the ingress of the tree and the egress router indicated in the
session object of the request. ASAC is able to select the distribution path for processing based on the path state stored
in the ingress router, where a multicast tree is stored as a set of ingress-�to-�egress distribution paths.
�[0054] When a CoS can not be over-�reserved (Bov �(i) ≤ 0), ASAC attempts to re-�adjust the QoS resources already
assigned to the classes. This is done by provisioning the Pth of the affected classes with the un-�used over-�reserved
share of bandwidth of the remaining classes. The function presented in (2) computes the bandwidth index, which consists
in the ratio between both the bandwidth reserved and used for the CoS, taking into account the QoS capability information
of the bottleneck link in the selected distribution path. Function (3) computes the threshold index, which consists in the
ratio between the peak threshold and a bandwidth reference which can be either the bandwidth reserved or committed
threshold (Cth) of the class.
�[0055] The bandwidth reserved is assigned to the bandwidth reference when its amount is bigger than the Cth, otherwise
the Cth is assigned to the bandwidth reference. This way, ASAC avoids both starvation and QoS violations, since it is
ensured at least the commitment of the classes. Moreover, this threshold-�based scheme allows ASAC to overcome a
common problem due to over-�reservation (see e.g. K. Lu, G. Xiao, and I. Chlamtac, "Analysis of blocking probability for
distributed lightpath establishment in WDM optical networks", IEEE/ACM Trans, Netw. 13, 1, Feb, 2005, 187-197), in
which future connection requests may be blocked due to unavailable bandwidth whether too much network capacity is
reserved for this request, by implementing the re-�adjustment of the CoSs.
�[0056] The share of bandwidth of each CoS which will be added to the affected CoS is given by function (4), which
consists in the average between the bandwidth and peak threshold indexes multiplied by the amount of bandwidth
retrieved by deducting from the peak threshold the bandwidth reference. Finally, function (5) provides the amount of
bandwidth so as to readjust the affected class. The sequence for re- �adjusting the resources between the CoSs is as
follows. To each locally supported CoS j, except the affected one i (where j ∈ c= �{1,...,�n}, j ≠ i), ASAC firstly computes
the function (2) and then the function (3). After that, ASAC computes the function (4) and adds to the current amount of
the Pth for the affected CoS the result of function (5). 
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where: �

B_ �Idx �(i) - Bandwidth index of class i;
Pth_�Idx�(i) - Peak threshold index of class i;
Brl_�Pth �(i) - Bandwidth for releasing from the peak threshold of class i;
Pth �(i) - Peak threshold of the class i;
Brv �(i) - Bandwidth reserved for class i;
Bu �(i) - Bandwidth in use by class i;
Bref �(i) - Bandwidth reference of class i (either, bandwidth reserved or committed of class i).

�[0057] Figure 4 shows the state diagram of the operations accomplished by the ASAC mechanism at an ingress router.
Whenever a session request Ri is received, which carries the session object (Sobj) and the IP address of the destination
egress router, the ASAC mechanism performs the admission control (state 1). Based on local information, if the bandwidth
available in the selected distribution path is enough to accommodate requester flow, the ASAC mechanism accepts Ri,
updates the state and triggers the requester application (state 2), otherwise, the ASAC mechanism computes a new
over-�reservation (state 3) to the selected CoS. When Bov > 0, the ASAC mechanism just updates the current reservation
for the selected CoS with Bov + Brq and signals the distribution path for further reconfiguration of the resources, otherwise
the ASAC mechanism re-�adjusts the resources between the CoSs. After successful re- �adjusted the resources, the Pth
of the classes are updated and the ASAC mechanism processes Ri again, where now the over-�reservation will succeed.
In the case of resource readjustment failure (Rdj < 0), the ASAC mechanism triggers the requester application denying Ri.
�[0058] The ASAC mechanism avoids QoS violation situations (e.g., when computing an over-�reservation bandwidth
which is not supported by one link along a path) by maintaining the resource capability information at each ingress router
by soft-�state. Therefore, according to one embodiment the ASAC mechanism periodically send RESERVE messages
along each distribution path which to, beside refreshing the reservations, collect the QoS resource capability information
(link capacity and, to each supported CoS, the peak/�committed thresholds and reserved bandwidth) of the bottleneck link.
�[0059] In the following there will be described the functionalities of an embodiment of the ASAC mechanism in over-
provisioning and managing the QoS resources in a simple scenario. There is considered a network, in which the ASAC
mechanism is configured to operate edge-�to-�edge, composed by one ingress and three egress routers. The flows of all
session requests are mapped in the AF class and share the same distribution path, consisting in I-�C1-�E1 (path 0) for
simplification.
�[0060] Figure 5 depicts the illustrative environment in which the QoS resources were previously initialised as described
before. Consider that the Pth of the classes AF, EF and BE are 40%, 30% and 30% respectively, and the Cth for the
same classes are 20%, 15% and 15% respectively. The table a) informs the paths maintained by ASAC-�E agent at node
I, being composed by the index key (Path), the set of nodes that compose the path (Nodes) and the resource capability
of the minimum link (i.e., the bottleneck link). The later is composed by the link capacity (Min. Link, in Mb/s) and, to each
supported CoS (class/�Pth in Mb), the bandwidth used and reserved (in Mb). The tables from b) to f) inform the resource
capability of the network link, namely the bandwidth used and reserved (in Mb) to each CoS.
�[0061] As long as session requests from R0 to Rn- �1 are received, the ASAC mechanism allocates the network resources
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and updates the tables accordingly (these events are not shown in the illustration of Figure 5).
�[0062] Figure 6 shows the operations for computing a new over-�reservation for a CoS when a selected path has not
enough resources for accepting a session request. Consider a session composed by the flow Fn, mapped in the AF
class, with bit rate 2Mb and destination E1. When the ASAC mechanism receives the session request Rn (event a), it
realises that the paths 0 and 1 have not enough available resources as required by Rn, since the path 0 has 1 Mb
available for AF and path 1 has no resources available. Hence, the ASAC mechanism computes a new over-�reservation,
for the AF class in router I, where Bov�(AF) = 3.5Mb (event b). After that, the ASAC mechanism updates the path
information (event c) and AF reservation state (Brv←Bov + Brq) on router I to 11.5Mb (event d), Rn is accepted and a
RESERVE message is sent towards E1 for updating the new reservation (event e). After agent C1 receive the RESERVE
message, it updates the current reservation state accordingly (event f) and, after signalled, E1 sends a RESPONSE
message towards I confirming the successful operation (event g).
�[0063] One can see in Fig. 6 that for the bottleneck link C1- �E1 the used bandwidth is 5 and the reserved bandwidth
is 6. This means that the reserved bandwidth is not sufficient to cover the request, and the reserved bandwidth is therefore
updated by adding to it the requested amount of 2 plus the calculated surplus amount of 3,5 so that there results a
reserved bandwidth of 11,5. This approach of adding the requested amount plus the calculated surplus to the reserved
bandwidth is one approach according to one embodiment to make sure that the surplus reservation is made.
�[0064] According to a further embodiment it would also be possible to add the requested amount of 2 plus the calculated
surplus amount of 3,5 not to the already reserved bandwidth but to the bandwidth presently in use and to reserve the
corresponding resulting amount as a new reserved amount. This would result in a reserved bandwidth of 5+2+3,5=10,5
instead of 11,5, but it still would ensure that the calculated surplus amount Bov is available for further requests, because
even if the request of 2 is granted and added to the currently used 5 there remains the surplus of 3,5.
�[0065] The surplus amount which has been calculated may in the same way also be used to change the reservation
for path I- �C1, either as shown in Fig. 6 by adding the requested 2 plus the calculated surplus of 3,5 to the already
reserved bandwidth of 10 resulting then in a reservation of 15.5, or by adding the (2+3,5) to the currently used bandwidth
of 5 so that the resulting reserved bandwidth is 11.5 In the latter case the change of the reserved bandwidth may only
be carried out if the resulting bandwidth which is the sum of the currently used bandwidth plus the requested bandwidth
plus the calculated surplus is larger than the currently reserved bandwidth.
�[0066] Figure 7 illustrates a scenario in which ASAC operates for re-�adjusting the resources between the CoSs when
the over-�reservation computing fails. After having received Rn+y (event a) which requests an additional 3 Mb of resources,
ASAC realises that there are not available resources in path 0, and moreover the over-�reservation fails (Bov �(AF) < 0)
since the Pth is exceeded (event b). Then, ASAC processes the resource re-�adjustment, retrieving thus the per-�class
amount (event c). Therefore, the ASAC mechanism adds to the AF Pth the sum of the values (ΣBrl_�Pth) resulting from
the readjustment computing (event d), and decreases the Pth of the remaining classes accordingly.
�[0067] Regarding the concrete example given in Fig. 7, at first there is calculated the bandwidth index for class EF
based on equation (2) which results in (4,5-0)�/ �4,5=1.
�[0068] Then there is calculated the threshold index for class EF, where the committed threshold which in the given
example is 15% of the peak threshold, i.e. 15% of 60=9, is higher that the reserved bandwidth of 4,5. Therefore equation
(3) becomes (18-9)�/ �18=0,5.
�[0069] Based on equation (4) then the average between the bandwidth index and the threshold index which is 0,75
is multiplied with the difference between the peak threshold and the bandwidth reference, i.e. equation (4) becomes
((1+0,5)�/ �2)�*�(18-9) �=6,75. This is the value which may be deducted from class EF and added to class AF.
�[0070] In the same manner the calculation is made for class BE resulting in an amount of 3,73 so that the resulting
bandwidth added to class AF according to equation (5) becomes 6,75+3,73=10,48.
�[0071] After succeeding the resource re-�adjustment between the CoSs supported in path 0, ASAC processes Rn+y
again as shown in Fig. 8. Since the Pths now are provisioned with enough resources, the over-�reservation computing
succeeds (event a). After that,� ASAC updates the reservation state in I (event b), composes and sends a RESERVE
message towards E1 (event c). Upon signalled, C1 updates the reservation accordingly (event d) and propagates the
RESERVE message to E1 (event e), which then sends a RESPONSE message to I (event f) confirming the success of
the operation.
�[0072] According to one embodiment the renewed over-�reservation may be carried out by adding the calculated over-
reservation amount (here 5,8) plus the requested amount to the currently used amount, or it may be added to the currently
reserved amount. The new (over) reservation may succeed if after the readjustment there is sufficient bandwidth for the
renewed over- �reservation attempt.
�[0073] According to one embodiment the calculation of the readjustment values for the resources are carried out based
on the parameters in the bottleneck connection of the path being considered.
�[0074] According to one embodiment, after the readjustment of resources betweeen classes there is attempted once
again to perform an overreservation based on the new parameters. If it is successful based on the new parameters, the
overreservation is then performed.
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�[0075] It will be understood by the skilled person that the embodiments described hereinbefore may be implemented
by hardware, by software, or by a combination of software and hardware. The modules and functions described in
connection with embodiments of the invention may be as a whole or in part implemented by microprocessors or computers
which are suitably programmed such as to act in accordance with the methods explained in connection with embodiments
of the invention. An apparatus implementing an embodiment of the invention may e.g. comprise a node or element (such
as a router) in a network which is suitably programmed such that it is able to carry out a bandwidth configuration as
described in the embodiments of the invention.
�[0076] According to an embodiment of the invention there is provided a computer program, either stored in a data
carrier or in some other way embodied by some physical means such as a recording medium or a transmission link
which when being executed on a computer enables the computer to operate in accordance with the embodiments of
the invention described hereinbefore
�[0077] Embodiments of the invention may be implemented e.g. by nodes in a network or any entities in a network
which are programmed to operate in accordance with the bandwidth configuration mechanisms as described before.

Claims

1. A method for configuring of bandwidth in class based networks by over-�provisioning bandwidth, said method com-
prising:�

assigning during an initialisation phase an amount of bandwidth to each class of service (CoS) taking into
consideration predefined quality of service (QoS) parameters, wherein said assigning comprises assigning to
each CoS a fraction of the total bandwidth as peak threshold and reserving a fraction of the assigned peak
threshold as a reserved bandwidth for said each of said CoS;
maintaining the bandwidth currently under use in each CoS, wherein any resource request for bandwidth in a
certain CoS is granted as long as the requested bandwidth plus the bandwidth currently used is not larger than
the reserved bandwidth; and
if there is received a resource request in a certain CoS such that it has not enough bandwidth reserved to
accommodate said request, computing an over-�reservation amount Bov�(i) by which the affected CoS is over-
provisioned with bandwidth for future requests such that there is a surplus bandwidth of at least Bov�(i), wherein
the bandwidth Bov �(i) is computed based on the amount of significance that the resource request has on the
peak threshold assigned to said affected CoS, said amount of significance being computed based on the peak
threshold minus the sum of the used bandwidth and the requested bandwidth in the affected CoS divided by
said peak threshold.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein
said bandwidth Bov �(i) is computed based on the bandwidth used in said affected CoS times said amount indicating
said significance of said resource request on said peak threshold.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein said added bandwidth Bov �(i) is computed based on the following: 

where: �

Bov�(i) - Over- �reservation bandwidth of class i;
Bu �(i) - Bandwidth in use by class i;
Brq �(i) - Bandwidth required by class i;
Brv �(i) - Bandwidth reserved to class i;
Pth�(i) - Peak threshold of class i;

and where the overreservation succeeds when Bov �(i) > 0.

4. The method of one of the preceding claims, further comprising:�
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if said computation of a new overreservation fails, re-�adjusting the peak bandwidth of the affected CoS in which
the overreservation failed by using a still available share of bandwidth of one or more of the other classes of
service.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising:�

computing for each of the other classes of service a fraction of the still available bandwidth by which the peak
threshold for the other classes may be reduced, the still available bandwidth being computed based on the peak
threshold of the class minus either the reserved bandwidth or the committed bandwidth in said class, and
reducing the peak bandwidth of said other classes by the computed fraction of the still available bandwidth, and
adding the reduced amount of bandwidth of the other classes of service to the class of service where the
overreservation has failed.

6. The method of one of claims 4 to 5, wherein
said fraction by which the peak bandwidth is to be reduced is computed based on a bandwidth index taking into
account the extent to which the reserved bandwidth is actually used such that the larger the extent to which it is
used, the smaller becomes the fraction usable for adjustment, and/or
said fraction by which the peak bandwidth is to be reduced is computed based on a threshold index taking into
account the extent to which the reserved bandwidth or the committed bandwidth comes close to the peak threshold
such that the larger the extent to which it comes close to the peak threshold the smaller becomes the fraction usable
for adjustment.

7. The method of one of claims 4 to 6, wherein
said fraction by which the peak bandwidth is to be reduced is computed based on a bandwidth index computed
based on a difference between the reserved bandwidth and the used bandwidth, said difference being divided by
the reserved bandwidth.

8. The method of one of claims 4 to 7, wherein
said fraction by which the peak bandwidth is to be reduced is computed based a threshold index computed based
on the difference between the peak threshold and either the reserved bandwidth or the committed bandwidth, said
difference being divided by the peak threshold.

9. The method of one of claims 4 to 8, wherein
said fraction is computed based on a combination of said bandwidth index and said threshold index.

10. The method of one of claims 4 to 9, wherein
said readjustment amount for class (i) Pth�(i) is calculated based on 
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where: �

B_�Idx �(i) - Bandwidth index of class i;
Pth_ �Idx�(i) - Peak threshold index of class i;
Brl_ �Pth �(i) - Bandwidth for releasing from the peak threshold of class i;
Pth�(i) - Peak threshold of the class i;
Brv�(i) - Bandwidth reserved for class i;
Bu�(i) - Bandwidth in use by class i;
Bref �(i) - Bandwidth reference of class i (either, bandwidth reserved or committed of class i).

11. An apparatus for configuring of bandwidth in class based networks by over-�provisioning bandwidth, said apparatus
comprising: �

a module for assigning during an initialisation phase an amount of bandwidth to each class of service (CoS)
taking into consideration predefined quality of service (QoS) parameters, wherein said assigning comprises
assigning to each CoS a fraction of the total bandwidth as peak threshold and reserving a fraction of the assigned
peak threshold as a reserved bandwidth for said each of said CoS;
a module for maintaining the bandwidth currently under use in each CoS, wherein any resource request for
bandwidth in a certain CoS is granted as long as the requested bandwidth plus the bandwidth currently used
is not larger than the reserved bandwidth; and
a module for if there is received a resource request in a certain CoS such that it has not enough bandwidth
reserved to accommodate said request, computing an over-�reservation amount Bov �(i) by which the affected
CoS is overprovisioned with bandwidth for future requests such that there is a surplus bandwidth of at least Bov
(i), wherein the bandwidth Bov �(i) is computed based on the amount of significance that the resource request
has on the peak threshold assigned to said affected CoS, said amount of significance being computed based
on the peak threshold minus the sum of the used bandwidth and the requested bandwidth in the affected CoS
divided by said peak threshold.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising: �

means for carrying out a method according to one of claims 1 to 10.

13. A computer program which when being executed on a computer enables said computer to carry out a method
according to one of claims 1 to 10.
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